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Inside the Visitor
Centre Christopher
Alexander has
created spaces, such
as the restaurant,
above and right,
which have a special
quality of their own.
Some details recall
the Arts and Crafts
Movement, although
Alexander has
advanced the tradition
by several steps

\tr

.. from the standpoin t of mathematics, then in a series of books,
developed with colleagues, such
as The Timeless mty of Building
and A Pattern Language, which
are now widely known. These
search for an answer in examining the totality of the built environment, its physical, human
and behavioural dimensions and
the ways to establish connections
between them.
If Alexander's buildings often
evoke memories of Edwardian
.\ rts and Crafts architects or their
l.merican equivalents, such as
, ernard Maybeck, this is no sur:nse for they were searching
·iong similar lines. In his more
. ::cent writings he has looked for
Jther ways to find the "quality
,, ithout a name", and done brilliant and fascinating work on the
links between the molecular and
cell structures of nature and the
ways in which the brain sees and
understands them.
Alexander collects early Turkish carpets. He has found in these
a level of spiritual awareness, conveyed through abstract colour and
form, that reinforces the metaphysical basis of his latest writing and
designing, to the extent that his
book on them is called A Fore-

unexplored by the Arts and
Crafts period, which did not
develop a systematic methodology. He has also recognised that
the alternative to Modernism in
the arts does not consist merely
of returning to the past for inspiration but in discovering "concretely and with a cough mind"
what carpet-weavers, artists and
builders of the past knew that we
do not. In one sense, Alexander is
taking up the threads of research
into the visual world that were
begun at the Bauhaus, only with
the hindsight of its shortcomings
and with an added dimension of
spirituality. His desire to research
and explain things that have normally been considered ~eyond
explanation leads the Enh_ghtenment project of Modernism ~o
the limits of its known world m
an exciting way.
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West Dean Visitor Centre. Architectural specialists visiting the
building have wondered what all
the fuss is about, or cavilled at the
unexpected juxtaposition of concrete with "traditional" materials
in the framing. The public, on
the other hand, has been much in
favour of the building because the
Visitor Centre has the sort of easy
familiarity chat non-architects understand more readily. These are
certainly the people that Alexander wants co please. The client,
represented by Simon Ward, the
agent and secretary at West Dean,
has lived through anxious times
as the nature of the building
process made for delays. But he
now feels unequivocally that it
was all worthwhile .
To anyone searching the horizon for an architectural future
that does not reuead the paths
of Classicism, Modernism or any
other style-based solution, the
VISitor Centre ac West Dean represents a sec of possible answers.
In other conditions , these answers could look completely different but they would similarly
focus on the process of production as che key co the building's
success, combined with an awareness of the aesthetic potential of a
full range of building materials,
ornament and colour and the special quality of the spaces inside. 0

The early stages in
the design of the
Visitor Centre were
wor11ed out with
graduate students
from the Prince of
Wales's Institute of
Architecture. The
building runs askew
to the lines of the
surrounding garden
walls but completes
its comer with
great skill
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